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Department of Geography, Hebre~ Umverslty, Jerusalem 91905, Israel
Recewed 26 March 1993, in revised form 10 September 1993

Abstract In thas paper a conceptual model of the m&vadual decas~on to telecommute Is
presented Key elements of that declsmn, mcludmg constraints, facihtators, and drives, are
defined and the relanonshlps among them described The major types of constraints (ff negatwe)
or facilitators (ff posmve) include external factors related to awareness, the orgamzatlon, and the
job, and internal psychosoclal factors The major types of drives are work, family, leasure,
ldeology and travel It as argued that the absence of constramts ~s a necessary but not sufficaent
condmon for telecx?mmutmg to be adopted by an lndlwdual The presence of one or more
drives, assumed to De assocmted ~th some dassatasfact~on, as necessary to acuvate the search for
a solulmn to that dissatlsfactmn

Tt’e choice set contains those alternative solutmns perceived to be feasxble by the m&wdual
It may or may not contmn telecommunng (depending on whether all constraants are nonbmdmg
or not), and probably contains other alternatives having nothing to do with teleeommutmg Each
alternatwe is evaluated m terms of how effectively it satisfies the dnve, and the mchvldual’s atu-
tudes toward it The alternatwe (or bundle of alternatives) wbach maxamuzes mchvldual utthty
becomes the preferred behavioral pattern However, short-term constreants may prevent the
preferred behavior from being chosen The process is a dynatmc one, in w~ch prevmus choaces
affect amtudes and constraints and alter dnves Work dtrected by the authors as under way to
operatJonahze the conceptual model

1 Introduction
Telecommutmg, as it is commonly practiced m the Umted States, may be defined as
using telecommumcatlons technology to work at home, or at a locatmn close to
home, during regular work hours, instead of commuting to a conventtonal work
place at the conventmnal t~me It may be part-time or full-ttme, and need not
excluswely revolve computers (Mokhtarmn, 199 la, 199 lb)

Telecommutmg is galmng acceptance m the USA and elsewhere, for a variety of
business and pubhc pohcy reasons. In pamcular, it is being widely discussed and
Implemented as a mmgatmn strategy against congestmn and mr pollutmn The
potentml impact of telecommutmg on travel ~s complex, and not necessarily com-
pletely beneficml (Salomon, 1985) The consensus of current empmcal research
(Hamer et al, 1991; 1992; Kltamura et al, 1990, 1991; Ouaid and Lagerberg, 1992,
Sampath et al, 1991; Sinraz~, 1994) ~s that on net, travel and transport emtssmns
are reduced for those who telecommute (not just total travel, but specifically peak-
period and auto travel are reduced as well) However, tt must be cautioned that the
research to date is based on small samples of early adopters, winch are subject to
selectton bins Generahzmg productw~ty, transportatmn, and other impacts from
these early adopters to the populatton of potentxal telecommuters ts unrehable

An ~mportant questmn for transportatmn planners and pohcymakers, then, ~s
gwen that telecommutlng appears to have positive transportatlon/air-quahty ~mpacts
for those who do it, will enough people ult~mately telecommute, often enough, to
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make a difference m the aggregate9 Put another way, will telecommutmg, as an
alternate work arrangement, have a broad enough appeal to make it a slgmficant
transportation strategy9

Terms such as ’make a difference’ and ’significant’ are subJective, and whether
or not telecommutlng IS eventually considered a successful transportauon strategy
may depend largely on one’s prior expectations Our own expectauons on the
amount of future travel reduction attributable to telecommutmg are relatively
modest for the Ume horizon of ten to fifteen years However, we do not pre-
clude telecommutlng from being potentially a significant strategy taken in the
context of a menu of mitigation measures, each of which individually may have a
small impact, but which collectively can have a substantial impact

Regardless of one’s expectations for the outcome, there ~s ewdently a need for
the ability to forecast the demand for telecommutIng Various forecasts of tele-
commuting adoption and Impacts have been developed in the past (Bogham et al,
i991, JALA Associates, Inc, 1983, Nilles, 1988) and used to estimate potential
future impacts of telecommutlng on vehicle-miles traveled, energy consumptlon,
infrastructure costs, and transportation safety However, these studies are more
accurately characterized as ’potentmI scenarios’ than true forecasts That is, they
are based on the fulfillment of a series of assumptions (for example, ff t°o of the y%
of the workforce that is expected to be information workers in the year 2000, tele-
commutes z% of the tlme on average, the ~mpacts will be ), ~lthout e~aluatmg the
likelihood that those assumpuons ~vII1 be reahzed (Salomon, 1986)

Such scenario building ~s a useful first step m bracketing the eventual adoptton
level of telecommuting, especially early m the dlffusmn process when httle empirical
data is available Ultimately, however, the goal is to have a causal model, forecast-
ing the demand for telecommutmg as a function of various explanatory factors
That model may then be incorporated into a conventional travel demand forecasting
model system, or some other means used to pre&ct the ~mpact of telecommutmg on
regional travel patterns

A causal forecast is Important beyond providing the ablhty to determine whether
dealing w~th telecommuttng ~s ~orth a transportation professional s ume It also
should provide the ablhty to ~dentlty and describe meaningful market segments, and
a means of assessing the likely effect of various pohcy choices (pubhc or private)
that hinder or stimulate telecommutlng As such, ~t will prowde valuable Informa-
tion both to pubhc pohcymakers and to private emplo?~ers considering the lmple-
mentauon of telecommutlng Even ff the aggregate amount of telecommutmg ~s not
large, it is st~ll worth studying because ~t provides an opportumty to better under-
stand trlp-generatmn behavior--that is, the decision whether or not to make a trip
(Jones and Salomon, 1993)

In this paper an mtermedmte step on the way to a true telecommutmg demand
forecast is presented The goal of the study described here ~s to develop a behavtoral
model of the ln&vldual choice to telecommute Such a behavioral model will not
itself constitute an aggregate forecast, but will provide a sound bas~s for the later
development of an aggregate forecast Other efforts are also under wa~ to develop
models of telecommutmg adoption (Bernardmo et al, 1993 Mahmassam et al,
1993, Sulhvan et al, 1993)

These efforts are needed because the choice to telecommute is not a s~mple
extension of existing transportation and tocat~on models "I he alternatives in all such
models fulfill the same function (such as, different modes of travehng or different
types of residential location) In contrast, the choice to telecommute cannot be
~lewed merely as a commute mode choice decision, for example, telecommutmg ~s a
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multidimensional alternative Beyond affecting how one gets to work, it affects the
way and place that work is done, workplace and household Interactions, and so on
As will be seen below, travel Issues can motivate a choice to telecommute, but so
can a number of other issues Thus, a conventional travel demand modehng context
cannot account for a number of factors Important to the adoption of tetecommutlng
S~miIarly, the choice to telecommute is not a classm residential or work-location
dec~smn, as the choice IS usually to telecommute only part t~me, and again can be
motrvated by &fferent factors than are included In traditional location models

The model presented in tins paper is grounded in the social-psychological
theoly of atmude-behawor relationships (Ajzen and Flshbem, 1977), especially 
It ha,~ been applied to transportation choice decisions (for example, Koppelman and
Pas 1980) That is, it is postulated that individual attitudes and perceptions of the
objective envlronment are combined to evaluate each available alternative The
Inghest-utIhty alternative ~s preferred by the individual, but situational constraints
may result in a less-preferred alternative being chosen The conceptual model
presented here extends previous models by viewing telecommuting as a multi-
dimensional alternative, by exphcltly including the choice-set formation process,
and by ~dentaf?mg the role of hfe-styIe drives m preference formatmn

In the following sectmn of th~s paper, some ke~ concepts underlying an individual
telecommutlng choice model are described In the third sectmn, a conceptual model
of that choice is proposed The final secnon has a dlscussmn on directions for
future research

2 Ke~ concepts relating to the choice to telecommute
2 1 .~, bnef descnptmn of the choice context
The proposed conceptual model of the choice to telecommute is fully detailed in the
following section At this point however, it is useful to set the stage ruth a brief
description of the choice context, including a &scussion of some of the basic terms
used in the model First, a &stinctIon is made between two types of factors in the
lndwldual choice process constraints or facthtators, and drives We propose the
following definmons, each of these terms is elaborated more completely m the fol-
lowing subsections
Cons,’ratnt a factor which prevents or hinders change (in this case, the choice to
telecommute) if it is present
Facthtator, or enabler a factor which allows change (telecommuting), or makes the
change easier or more effectwe, if st ts present The same basic factor may be either a
facllll ator or a constraint, depending on whether ~t is present in a posmve sense or a
negatwe one For example, h~gh cost, managerml disapproval, and unavailable tech-
nology are constraints, low cost, managerial approval, and appropriate technology
are facxhtators
Drtve, or motivator a factor winch actually motivates a person to consider a change
(to begin to telecommute)

Note that these terms apply genencally to many types of change, the particular
change we are interested in here is the decision to telecommute Thus, we have the
following scenalno in mind A person ~s not telecommuttng He or she is driven to
cons~cler telecommutmg by one or more of the factors presented below The presence
of faclhtators increases the probablhty that telecornmutmg wall be adopted (or the
amount that he or she chooses to telecommute), given the mtttal drive to consMer ~t
Without that drive, facihtators are assumed to have no effect on the adoptmn of
telecommutmg The presence of constraints decreases the hkehhood of adoption
(or the amount of telecommuting) and, ff sufficiently strong, will preclude adoption.
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One could also consider the scenario m which a person ts telecommutmg, and ~s
driven to consider stopping There can be faclhtators and constraints for that
dectsmn as welt Although we focus on the more frequent scenario described above,
the converse decision is also of interest The cholce model developed here is
broadly applicable to both types of decisions

In the following two subsectmns we hst and discuss major constraints and
drives, respectively, for the choice to telecommute The relationships among facili-
tators, constraints, and drives will be elaborated more fully m sectmn 3

2.2 Constraints on choice
In many transportatmn-related choice models, the role of constraints is minimal It
~s often imphcltly assumed, for example, that everyone has the same set of alterna-
tives from which to choose (that is, the same ’choice set’) By contrast, m a model
of the choice to telecommute, constraints on choice must have a pronunent role
Most people currently do not have the chotce to telecommute

Thus, a model forecasting the aggregate demand for telecommutmg should
address the constraints on that demand, the extent to whmh those constraints are
binding now, and the extent to which they are hkely to be relaxed m the future
S~mllarly, a model of the individual choice to telecommute must also meamngfully
treat the effect of constraints on that choice

Key constraints can be categorized as relatmg to awareness, the organization, the
job. and psychosocml factors (see summary hst of constraints m table 1) The first
three categories contain external factors that are subject to change (for example, by
company or pubhc pohcy, by marketing strategies, or by technolo~cal advance-
ments), whereas the other category contains moderating factors that are essenttally
internal to the mdw~dual and are less amenable to external change The d~scussmn
below ~s oriented toward constraints Recall, however, that the same factors m
opposite forms can serve as facilitators

Table I Summary of the constraints on the choice to telecommute

External Internal

Awareness-related
Lack of awareness
M~sunderstandmg

Orgamzatmn-related
Lack of employer support
ManagenaI disapproval

Job-related
Job unsmtabflity
Unavadable technology
High cost

Psychosocml
Personal mteracnon needs
Household mteractmn problems
Lack of dlsctphne
R~sk aversmn
Percewed beneficial commute

Awareness-related constraints
Lack of awareness Employees will not consider telecommutmg ff they are unaware
of ~t as an acknowledged work optmn oi are unaware that ~t is offered by their
present employer Thus, th~s constraint, if ~t ~s present at all, ~s expected to be brad-
mg (though perhaps relatwely easdy remo’~ed)

Mtsunderstandmg Even ff awareness of telecommutmg ~s present, ~t may not be
considered a personal optmn ff there are some m~sconceptmns regarding ~ts apphca-
btllty (for example, if it Is beheved that ~t ~s only for women with young children, or
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that ~t must be full-time or not at all, or that it is primarily for intensive computer
users) Unhke awareness, we postulate that there can be degrees of misunderstandmg,
with a corresponding continuum of impact on the choice to telecommute If the mls-
unde~ standing xs severe enough (and negative toward telecommuting), It can act as 
binding constraint Moderate levels of misunderstanding, however, may simply
Increase or decrease (depending on whether the misunderstanding results m a posi-
tive or neganve perceptmn of telecommutmg) the likelihood of adoption by various
degrees

Orgamzatton-related constraints
Lack of employer support At this time, only a small proportion of employers
exphcltly encourage telecommuting, and many lmphcltty or explicitly forbid it This
is a major constraint, and one winch is more difficult to overcome than lack of
awareness and misunderstanding

Man~,gertal d~approval Even if an employer is generally supportive of telecommut-
Ing, individual supervisors within the firm or agency typ~cally have veto power over
decisions for staff to telecommute

Job-related constramL~
Job unsmtabthw Clearly, some tasks are location-dependent, and hence not ’tele-
commutable’ Extreme examples include trimming hedges, goods dehvery, and brain
surgery The difficulty lies m determining whether a lob, this IS a collection of tasks,
is telecommutable, this is hkely to be a question of degrees rather than a black or
white classification There are two factors involved First, many jobs which, on the
face of it, appear to be location-dependent, in fact have enough Informatmn-related
tasks for part-rime telecommutIng to be perfectly feasible Thus, the County of Los
Angeles telecommuting program includes field workers such as restaurant inspectors
and probauon officers, and programs in the cities of Los Angeles and Palo Alto
include police officers (Jung, 1991;--all of whom perform telephone-based, computer-
based, and paper-based work from home (bypassing the tnp to ’check m’ at the
maln office) but still spend the reqmslte time in the field

Second, even the determination of what is a location-dependent task will change
with advances in technology For example, computers and telecommunicauons
make possible the remote troubleshooting of system malfunctions, whereas formerly
such an acm.~ty would require the on-site presence of a technician Computers are
already runmng assembly lines and assisting In mIcrosurgery, so it is hkely that
future technological developments will enable many more tasks to be performed
remotely than are now thought possible What technology makes possible and what
fits socml, psychological or business needs may not be the same tbang, of course
The point is that the flexibility is or will be there, to be utilized or not as those
needs dictate Thus, the job role alone tends not to be a reliable indicator of job
telecommutabflity What is important is knowing the content of the job, and how
location-independent various tasks that make up the job are now and are hkely to
be m the future

Unava,lable technology As indicated earlier, not all telecomrnutmg requires sophisti-
cated technology. However, some jobs involve the use of advanced technology
(such as, computer-alded design/manufacturing equipment, high-speed data transfer
capabihty, and vIdeoconferencing or other high-bandwidth applications) to the
extent that it may be considered essential to effective telecommuting If it is impos-
sible or too expensive to prowde such technology at the home or other remote
location, the ability to telecommute ts impmred for those employees
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H~gh cost Prohibitive financial costs can constrain an individual’s decIsmn to tele-
commute, even for low-tech apphcatmns If a person’s job involves making
numerous toll calls, and the employer will not pay for such calls made from a
remote workslte, the employee is less likely to telecommute Another cost-related
constraint Is the lack of appropriate space at home

Psychosoctal constraints
Personal mteracnon needs This may include the desire for interaction with spectfic
people at the primary workslte (whether social or professional), the general expecta-
non of more fulfilhng social and/or professional interaction at the primary workslte,
and the desire to ’see and be seen’ (for example, dressing up, recognition of 
presence), even ff no verbal interaction takes place

HousehoM mteractton problems This factor may be a constraint on the choice to tele-
commute from home, but theoretically should not affect the choice to work from a
telecommuting center Potential problems include distractions by other household
members, and confhcts with other household members

Lack of dtsctphne This factor has several aspects some people find it difficult to
work m the absence of the tradmonal cues of t~me, place, and supervisor presence,
for some, ~t would be too much trouble to remember what materials to bnng back
and forth between the primary and the remote workplaces, and for some. the
danger of overeating, smoking, or substance abuse is higher without the social con-
dmonmg offered by the conventional work environment [a few people have demded
to quit telecommutmg after gaining too much weight (Edwards and Edwards, 1990,
Phelps, t985)] This aspect is also more likely to apply to home-based telecommut-
mg than to the center-based form

To the extent that people acknowledge (a)that they possess one or more 
these charactenstms, and (b) that possessing those factors makes them ~ll-sulted 
telecommute, they are less hkely to choose to do so

Risk aversion Th~s may manifest itself as a specific concern, such as ~s~Nhty for
career advancement In a recessmnary economy one may want to a~old the ~aslbd~ty
assocmted wlth seeking to telecommute, as ~t may jeopar&ze one s posmon Or,
there may simply be a general feehng that ’If ~t ain’t broke, don’t fix ~t’, that is. a
desire to maintain the status quo

Percetved benefictal commute Many people actually derive some unhty from the
journey between home and ~ork the temporal and spatial separatmn serves as a
buffer zone between two realms of hfe which many prefer to keep somewhat &stlnct
(Rachter, 1990, Shamir, 1991), or the time spent commuting may be used m some
productive way such as reading, making phone calls hstenmg to music or educa-
tional tapes, or simply being alone with one’s thoughts--for some people, It ~s nearly
the only opportumty to do so (Salomon, 1985)

2 3 Drives to choose telecommuting
The role of constraints is an important one in the m&vldual decision whether or not
to telecommute, but ~t by no means tells the whole story A person does not tele-
commute simply because the technology Is available, or because the boss says it ts
okay Those factors famhtate telecommutmg but do not drive it Conversely, a
person can want to telecommute even though the supervisor forbids ~t that prohlbl-
tmn is a constraint preventing a desired choice

There is an identifiable core of people for whom none of the constraints dts-
cussed m the prevmus subsectmn is binding That ~s, they are aware, understand,
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have supportive emplo)ers and supervisors, statable jobs, appropriate technology at
a reasonable cost, and favorable psychosoclal characteristics Yet within that core
of people, not everyone will choose to telecommute Focusing on that uncon-
strained core, and attempting to determine why those people are motivated to con-
sider te~ecommuting or not, provides mslght into what the drives are

Salomon and Ben-Aklva (1983) identify three major ’life decisions’ that determine
a person’s life-style parttclpatlon m the labor force, formation of a household, and
orientation toward leisure These major choices provide the basis for many smaller
decisions, including, m our context, the choice to telecommute Thus, we propose
that three types of drives to telecommute include factors that are work or career,
family, and lmsure related To those three we add two more ideology, and travel
(There are a number of additional advantages to telecommutmg, such as the ehml-
nation of the need to dress up, that function more as side benefits than as drives )

Bt’ ideology, we mean a person’s commitment to one or more ’causes’ (such
as environmental, religious, philanthropic) It is expected that such an orientation
will affect the way time is allocated, as well as other declsmns In particular, a
strong concern for the environment may motivate some people to telecommute to
save energ) and improve air quality

T~avel is considered a drive, again partly because it affects the way time is
allocated Time spent traveling reduces the time available for fulfilhng other drives,
and the generalized cost of traveling (tlme, money, and psychological cost) ts 
measure of the ease of moving between actlwtles The expectatmn is that ff travel is
a drive to telecommute, in most cases ~t w~II operate in the &rectmn of a desire to
reduce travel

The drives to telecommute are summarized in table 2 People may generally
possess all five types of drives to varying degrees In the dlscussmn below, note that
drive,, are fundamentally personality based People possessing the same objective
characteristics may still be differently driven For example, one person with two
chiI&en may be family driven, while another person also having two children may
not be It is the internal reaction to the external situation that is important, not the
external situation itself

Table 2 Summary of the drives to telecommute

Work related Ideology related
Workplace Environmental
Independence Tra~ el related

Family related Commute
Lmsm e related Mobility hmxtatlons

Work related drives
Workplace related These types of factors include the desires to get more work done
(which may be expressed not only by the workaholic who is driven to put in longer
hours, but also by the conscientious employee who just wants to be productive
during regular hours and finds it difficult to do so because of the distractions of the
mare workplace), to reduce stress engendered at the mmn workplace (perhaps
because of personality confhcts, a high-pressure atmosphere, competmon for scarce
resources, or the &stractmg environment mentioned above), and for more control
over 1he physical work environment [there may be more space or more-attractlve or
more comfortable surroundings at home; for some, the abthty to smoke freely at
home is a strong factor, others may be allergic to elements m the conventional
workplace (Haler, 1992, appendix D)]
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Independence This category includes the following personality traits which, if strong
enough, may motivate a person to telecommute tmnatwe (the desire and abihty to
work as a salaried employee, but largely free of supervision); or entrepreneurshlp
(the desire to be in business for oneself, which may be facilitated by the flexibility
offered by telecommutmg)

Another set of personality traits related to independence, but not necessarily
work related, involves antlsoclablhty (the desire to avoid people), which may be due
to introversion (shyness, fear of people) or misanthropy (dislike of people) 
small fraction of cases, one of these traits may be sufficiently strong to motivate the
desire to telecommute

Famdy-related drives
These would include the desires to spend more time with one’s family, or for more
flexibility in arranging one’s nme--m particular, the need for flexibility in handling
dependent (child, elder, or disabled person) care

Leisure-related drives
Similarly, these include the desires for more time for oneself, or more flexabdity in
arranging the time one does have. perhaps to pursue a specific interest, hobby, or
avocation Education, exercise, and other personal improvement activities are also
included

An Meology-related drive--environmental
For perhaps a small but key group of people, the desire to help the environment by
driving less is a major reason to telecommute

Travel-related drives
Commute These types of drives include the perception of having a long commute,
a burdensome commute (for example, because of congestion or multtple mode
changes), or an expensive commute (likely to Increase in importance as congestion
pricing and parking pricing policies become more common)

In some short-term instances (such as during the Spring 1992 riots in Los
Angeles). the perception of having a dangerous commute may also be a factor In
other emergencies (such as the October 1989 Loma Pneta earthquake which
damaged a number of major highways in the San Francisco Bay Area) it may be
physically impossible to commute In still other instances (such as the April 1992
Chicago Loop flood and the February t993 New York World Trade Center
bombing), the workplace itself may be temporanl) closed down as the result 
unforeseen circumstances Although they are not the primary focus of thls research,
the motivation to telecommute in these ad hoc situations should not be overlooked

Mob~hty hmttatzona These factors include the desire to work ~.hlle temporarily
disabled (for example, following smgery, or a broken leg). permanently dzsabled, 
otherwise on parental leave (that is, partially combining work with taking care of 
new child, in lieu of taking pald or unpaid leave and not x~orkmg at aI1 for some
length of time)

2 4 Discussion
In section 2 1, we pointed out that the same factor may be elther a constraint or a
facilitator Here, it should be noted that, although there is a conceptual &stlnctlon
between constraints and drives, the same factor may ~erve as both a constraint and
a drive, sometimes simultaneously For example, a family-driven person may want
to telecommute to have more time to spend with the famlly~ but feel constrained from
home-based telecommutmg because of distractions by those same family members
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Another example as the result of personality &fferences, a certain commute may be
considered a drive to teiecommute by one person (because of its stressfulness),
whereas the identical commute may be considered a constraint on telecommuting by
another person (because it performs a beneficial function) And, of course, the
same general type of factor can act in one way In one ~ltuation and another way in
another setting One company may forbid telecommuting outright, thus imposing an
organizational constraint In another company, telecommutmg may be promoted so
zealously, creating management and peer pressure to participate, that the work-driven
employee ~111 be motivated to choose to do so Thus, m designing an Instrument
for collecting empirical data on the cholce process, special care should be taken to
permit these d~stinctmns to be made For example, different questions will deter-
mine whether family concerns are a drive, a constraint, or both

Further, as mentmned earlier, one can also examine the choice to stop telecom-
muting, and the same type~ of drives and constraints are likely to apply To take a
complicated but not farfetched example John is motivated to telecommute to have
more time to spend with his famll2¢, but fears the distractions from family members
That constraint is outweighed by other considerations, however, so he begins to
telecommute Soon, he realizes that those dlstractmns are serious enough to impair
h~s p~oductlVlt~ and arc causing family conflicts, so for work and famd) reasons he
is mom ated to stop telecommuting He is constrained from doing so, however, by
the fact that meanwhde his wife has started working, and he IS needed to take care
of tk~lr young chddren when they arrive home from school

John s decision now cannot be treated independently of previous decisions he
has made Th~s Implies that the history of an indw~duaI should be considered when
e~aluatmg his or her choice beha~mr

hv ~s it ~mportant to dIstlngmsh between constraints and drives9 One reason
is that to the extent that telecommuting is considered a useful transportation
strategy, pohmes supporting telecommutlng are being and wail continue to be devel-
oped These policies are likely to include measures to remove or reduce external
constraints and ,/or to erthance facilitators It w~I1 then be desxrable to be able to
predict the ~mpact such policies will have on telecommuting If it is (falsely)
assumed that the presence of constraints (or the lack of facditators) is the only thing
pre~entIng people from tetecommutlng, then the effect of removing those constraints
(or provldmg those facilitators) will be overestimated

Finally, it is worth pointing out that transportation-related and environmental
factors are only some of the many types of reasons people may have for telecom-
muting, and may not even be the most important ones This alone does not lessen
the u,,efulness of telecommutmg as a tralasportation strategy, because the presumed
transportation benefits will occur regardless of why people are doing it However, it
does have imphcatmns for the design of pohcies Intended to promote telecom-
muting Transportation-oriented policies may be less effective than expected And
If, for example, an important reason for telecommuting is to reduce the drstractlons
of the workplace, then a telecommuting center that replicates the conventional
open-office floor pIan may not be very attractwe to prospective telecommuters

Most people are driven by a combination of the five types of factors identified
above However, those factors will be weighted differently for different people In
empirically operatmnahzmg the conceptual model presented here, it wall be impor-
tant to identify various life-style segments of the population, estimate the sizes of
those segments, and understand how they differ m terms of attitudes, propensity to
telecommute, and socmdemographlc characteristics
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3 A conceptual model of the choice to telecommute
Telecommutmg offers an option to improve one’s well-being or, m some cases to
worsen it An m&wdual is assumed to weigh the pros and cons and to choose
whether or not to telecommute on the bas~s of h~s or her assessment of these It ~s
plausible to assume that the choxce involves some trade-offs between those factors
whmh support telecommutmg and those whmh decrease its uuhty to the mdlwdual

As an approach to understanding the decision process, we suggest the following
structure, depicted m figure 1 (Salomon, 1991) An mdwldual is exposed to 
environment which defines the context w~thm which one can act It includes the
following facets msmutlonal, social/cultural, technologmal, physical, and economic
The mdmdual ~s also subject to numerous constraints, some of whlch are long term
or permanent and others of which may be temporary Given the environment and
the constraints, the individual shown as a ’black box’, makes a choice which can be
observed by the researcher

Environment Individual (unobserved)
.............................. ¯
Perceptual
filter

Institutional
Social/cultural Facdltators ~Pt
Technological
Ph~ sical (spatial)

~_~ ~1[

Economic
. -

i
B

\ t ~le I

......... ~
-- ,, ,

Constraints

C

Observed lbehavtor l

Adopt
telecommutmg

Variants
I. lmited -... Full-time
(local work center, home
part time)

L
Individual feedback (learmng)

Aggregate feedback

Figure 1. A schematic model of the telecommutmg decision context
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There is a dynamic aspect to this structure, as indicated by the dashed arrows in
figure 1 Actual behavior provides experience and new mformaUon which may lead
to an alternative choice when the situation arises again The feedback mechanism
acts on all elements described above The changes In many mdwlduals’ behavior
may change the envlromnent For example, telecommutmg may become more
acceptable to managers if many people do it The feedback may change the con-
straints and ~t may affect the Individual’s perception of the options

3 1 "[he components
Our ma3or objective is to penetrate the black box and suggest a plausible explana-
tion tor the process occurlmg there The black box, it is hypothesized, consists of
five relevant entrees, shown schematically in figure 2 For the sake of simplicity we
have onutted the arrows indicating the underlying dependence among perception,
attitudes, and hfe-styIe preference whlch are shown m figure 1 Each of these
affect% and is affected by, the other two For example, the nature of the filtering
effect of the perception mechamsm depends on prior attitudes, and vice versa
Attitudes are constructed by the information perceived Below we discuss each
component that is hypothesized to play a role in the process In section 3 2 we
describe the process itself

The perceptualfilter acts on the information received from the environment The
filter ~a~ay block some mformanon altogether, or may distort information that is
entered The output of the filter is a cognitive map of the environment, m terms of
facilitators, constraints, and views thereof, which may or may not correspond to
what the researcher defines as the "obJective environment"

Att,,tudes are a set of dispositions regarding various aspects of behavior, and may
be viewed as translators of information Two types of attitudes are identified cogm-
tive and affectlve Cognmve attitudes are ’facts’, as viewed by the Individual For
example, travel time may be &storted upwards or downwards by the individual
The travel time registered in one’s cognitive map is a product of information
received from the environment, and the cognitive attitude Thus, one could suggest
that any information item stored in a person’s mind is indexed with some cogmtlve
attitude Affecnve atntudes express the individual’s (&s)hkmgs For example, two
individuals exposed to similar work environments may differ in thelr feelings one
may value the mteractmn tt offers, the other may feel it is too distracting

The choice set comprises those options recognized by the individual as possible,
not necessarily desired, courses of action It is a subset of the ’umversal set’ of
alternatwes, which includes all possible alternatives available to a group of individuals

Salomon (1991) proposed a universal set of alternauves that may be adopted 
cope w~tth congestion Here, we expand the universal set to Include the likely
potential responses to all of the five types of drives identified above This umversal
set ~s presented in table 3, where the options are arranged roughly m order of
increasing transaction costs (that Is, m increasing compleraty of Implementation) 
the table, a ’o’ means that the choice in the corresponding row Is a potential
response to the drive m the corresponding column The last column is specifically
focused on the ideological drive considered most relevant to telecommutmg
envlronmentahsm

By design, telecommutmg ~s a potential response to each of the drives However,
each drive may generate conslderatmn of many other alternatives as well Thus, an
mdividu~l’s declsmn to telecommute or not should be examined In the context of
what dnve(s) it is Intended to satisfy, and what other alternatives the individual
perceives for satisfying those particular drives
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Figure 2 A schematic model of the internal dec~stonmakmg process

L(e-s~.’le preference is the (very) long-term preference an lnd,v,duaI has formed with
regard to three mare aspects of hfe work or career, household, and leisure (Salomon
and Ben-Aklva, 1983) In addmon, hfe-style also involves ~deolog~cal conwctmns,
whmh may or may not be binding m terms of their effect on short-term demsmns
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A hfe-style an mdwldual aspires to mamtam can be viewed as a ’pohcy’ whach
guides his or her short-term demslons That ~s, behavioral optmns will be tested
against the hfe-style choace and the extent to which they concur w~th these long-
term preferences The actual cho,ces may depart from the hfe-style pohcy, because
of short-term constraints or other short-term contextual factors (for example,
xmpu]se shopping) but m general we expect coherence between the short-term and
long-~ erm choaces

I~, figure 2 we have mctuded two satuauonal factors whach are not actual hfe-
style components but are long-term preferences closely kmt with life-style The first
is the commute and the second are moblhty constraints An mdawduaI may wew
commuting as a burden as at negauvely affects the t~me left for other hfe-style
preferences, or alternaUvely, the commute may be desxred as at serves as a buffer
between actwmes Similarly, moNhty constraants may create long-term preferences
with regard to certain types of actwmes

Preferred behavioral patterns are a set of behavmrs which remain at the end of the
screening by the prevmus four elements Th~s subset of opuons as congruent w~th
the hfe-style preferences, at Is acceptable (and even desired) by the m&vldual’s
attatudes and, of course, it is ~xathm the choace set adentffaed by the m&vtdual In
the absence of constraints (or ampulswe responses), the actual observed behavmr
wlli be idenncaI to the preferred behavmral patterns

Table 3. The ’umversal’ cho~ce set adaptive responses to hfe-style-related drives

Choices Drives

travel work family leisure enwronmental
ideology

Accommodate travel costs ¯
Reduce travel costs ¯
Soc~aLze at work
Change work trip departure t~me ¯ ¯

unofficially)
Work unpaid ovemme ¯
Take work home ¯
Change route ¯
Buy t~me ¯
Adopt flextune ¯
Adopt compressed work week ¯
Change mode ¯
Invest in productwity-enhancmg 2nd ¯

tecl~nology at home order
Telecommute from home (part or ¯ ¯

full time)
Telecommute from a local work center ¯ ¯

(part or full txme)
Change to a new job in a new location ¯ ¯
Change to a new lob m the same location ¯
Relocate home ¯ ¯
Change from part-tune to full-time work ¯
Change from full-tune to part-tlme work ¯
Start a home-based business (or put more
effort into an existing one) ¯ ¯
Quit work ¯
Divorce family ¯

¯ = potentml responses

0

¯
0

0

0
¯ ¯
¯ ¯

¯ ¯ ®
¯ ®

¯ ¯
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3,2 The process
Our conceptual model investigates how constraints and drives are processed in the
black box, assuming that the above five elements (the perceptual filter, attitudes, the
choice set, hfe-style preferences, and preferred behavioral patterns) are at work
The model as described m figure 2

An individual may be in one of two initial states The first is that of satisfaction,
where the activity patterns correspond to the preferred behavioral patterns and this
is a steady state for the individual The preferred behavioral pattern may not be
exercised in all situations, because of short-term constraints, but in the absence of
such constraints, the revealed behavior would match the preferred pattern In this
case, the individual is not interested in changes and hence is not actively searching
for alternative options

The second state is that of dissatisfaction with one or more aspects of life-style,
as they pertain to time-space behavior Insufficient tame for the family, too much
time spent in commuting, a desire to see more (or fewer) people, and many other
examples can be given for aspects with which one may be dissatisfied In this case,
st is plausible to assume that the individual is searching for means to improve his or
her state, or at least is open to offers of such options In the following suggested
process it is assumed that the individual is in the latter state, namely, looking for
some change to improve hls or her situation

Drives are the stimulants that initiate the process of deliberations about change
This process leads to an active search for alternatives (arrow A in figure 1 ,, and the
generation of the choice set (arrows B and C) Note that the choice set may or may
not contain telecommutmg Options other than telecommutmg are llkelx to be con-
sldered in the same manner In the absence of drives, an individual will not
consider telecommutmg Drives emanate from life-style preferences A person
asplrlng to fulfill some long-term objectives may seek alternatives ~hlch x~lil reduce
the dissatisfaction with the present situation

Any single drive can initiate the process and it is a necessary condition that at
least one drive is active If more than one drive is activated, the motivation for
adopting a change is likely to be stronger Once a search mode is activated, refor-
mation from the environment is recognized and registered Some Information may
be incumbent in a perceived choice set, where it has been ’stored’ since an earlier
experience or through passive information accumulation (Salomon and Koppelman,
1992) New reformation is actively sought once a drive has been activated
Figure 2 demonstrates only how the lnformation about telecommutang is filtered in,
so that this option is added to or rejected from the perceived choice set Similarly,
reformation about other alternatives is absorbed

The perceptaon mechamsm acts as a filter which may ehmmate the option to
telecommute, on the basis of lack of awareness or misunderstood information "1 he
individual is exposed to a wide range of mfolmatlon flows from the enxironment
Depicted in figure 2 is only that information which pertains to telecommutang
Information flowing from the environment concerning institutional and supervisor’s
support (or lack of support), job sultabihty, and technological capacity and costs, 
lecelved by the perceptual filter

For telecommutmg to be considered (that is, to be Included in the choice set),
the information about the viability of this option must enter the cogmt~ve map
Specifically, all the constraints identified above must be nonbmdmg (that is, above
some threshold value) If one or more of the constraints shown in table 1 is bind-
lng, telecommutlng will not be further processed and will not become an option an
the lndtvtduaFs choice set This situation is depicted in figure 2 by the arrows
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pointing to the ® s, representing the case where certain information may construct a
bamer against telecommutmg

The nature of the filtenng is affected by the attitudes the individual holds As
noted above, attitudes serve as translators of objectwe Information to fit m the lndl-
vadual’s cognmve map Attitudes may cause mformataon to be registered m a biased
or distorted form In extreme cases, ff the individual has a very negative attitude
concerning one or more of the attnbutes of telecommutmg, the option wall be ehmi-
nated before it was ever recognized m the choice set For example, If the ln&vldual
beheves that the tangible or intangible costs of telecommuting are proh~bmve, then
the process of cons~denng the option will be halted

The information filtered in generates a new alternatave an the choice set The
~alues of the atmbutes of this alternative are moderated by the cogmtIve attitudes
shown by arrow C an figure 2

If the percewed choace set as a nonempty set, and at least one drive is acuvated,
the indivaduaI may begin to deliberate on whether or not to adopt a change In the
choace set, there are a number of opnons, one of whach is telecommutmg The
alternauves dafter in the extent to which they fulfill the mdavadual’s objectaves and
they differ m the generahzed costs of adoptmn as perceived by the mdwadual

The next stage is the apprmsal of the alternatwes Each alternauve as evaluated
against two sets of screens the extent to which at fulfills the objectives defined by
the drwe, and the extent to which it ~s congruent with the attitudes held by the
m&~adual Here, the affecuve atntudes or feelings, shown by arrow D in figure 2,
come into play If the alternauve fads to fulfil the drive, at as hkely to be ehrmnated
However, the attatudes may play a weaker role It ~s possable that they are modera-
tors which affect the retanve weight the lndwadual assagns to various attributes of
the alternatwe

The appraisal of the benefits and costs of adoptmn involves a trade-off between
various attributes of each alternatwe Thus, for the present research, we postulate a
compensatory uuhty maxImazatmn framework for understanding the apprmsal and
choice process Noncompensatory utdlty frameworks (see Gregson, 1963, Tversky,
1972) may also be statable approaches, th~s ~s a fruitful &rectmn for future exten-
sions of tb~s research In rather framework, the individual adopts as the preferred
behavioral pattern that alternative which prowdes maximum utility We assume that
when decadmg to telecommute, a person samultaneously chooses a frequency level
(such as once a week) Subsequent demsIons may be to alter the frequency but not
necessarily qmtting telecommutmg, or to qmt telecommuting temporarily

The uuhty mammlzatmn concept amplIes that the chosen alternative is the form
of behavmr desared by the mdwxdual, taking into account the transactmn costs
However, the observed behavior as hkely to demonstrate a range of patterns whach
differ from the preferred behavmr Thas devaatmn or masmatch is explained by the
presence of temporary constraants, whach ehmmate the ’best’ alternatwe and require
its replacement by a second-best choice

Feedback or experience, shown by the dashed arrows an figure 2, plays a major
role an affecting the decasion Therefore, It as very amportant to note the dynamlcs
of the process and to ~dentffy the mdlvlduaI’s locatmn m the tame &mensmn (see
&scussmn below) Indwaduals do not enter the process from a vacuum state Each
has some experience an, for example, coping with congestmn Consader two mdwad-
uals who have a choice set consisting of the do-nothing optmn plus two new altema-
twes changing their departure tlmes and telecommutmg For one, changing the
departure tame may be a low-cost opnon, whach as beheved to reduce congestmn costs
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The other may already have experimented with such changes, so that any additional
change involves h~gh costs (for example, leawng before the faintly breakfast) 
knowledge that only a marginal benefit can be reahzed through yet another change m
departure t~me Thus, the first person ~s less likely to adopt telecomrnutmg, whereas
the second, for whom family as obviously an actwe drive, xs more likely to tele-
commute

The mformaUon gathered by experience feeds into two elements m the black
box It Is part of the input information that. through the process of perception of the
environment, ~s entered as attributes of the percewed choice set It also affects the
attitudes In the case of perceptxon of the environment, ~t ~s ~mportant to note that
the weight assigned to mformaUon gathered by experience ~s often greater than that
assigned to other sources of information

It Is important to consider the temporal locatlon of the individual vzs-~-~ls his or
her former experience Individuals may be altenng their behavior at different paces,
m response to changing condmons Assume that the mdwldual Is facing growing
congestion whlch increases his or her dlssaUsfactlon, as sho~n m figure 3 Small
incremental changes m travel time are not likely to affect behavior Howe,~er. at a
certain point, a consideration of change IS likely to be triggered If a change ~s
adopted, which m fact improves the mdwldual’s s~tuaUon, the d~ssausfaction is low-
ered (point A m figure 3) and the process begins again When a threshold level 
d~ssausfactlon ~s reached again, the choice set considered wall differ from that con-
s~dered at point A The challenge ~s to obtain reformation on the location of the
mdwldual along this temporal dimension Simply askmg about previous changes may
not prove fruitful, as those may have been adopted under very different c~rcumstances

A Time

Figure 3. The temporal dimension of the choice process

4 Summary and directions for further work
In this paper we have presented a conceptual model of the individual decision to
telecommute Key elements of that decision, including constraints, facdltators, and
drives, are defined and the relationships among them described The major types of
constraints (if negative) or facdltators (if posmve) include external factors related 
awareness, the orgamzatlon, and the job, and internal psychosocxal factors The
major types of drives are work, famdy, leisure, Ideology, and travel

It is argued that the absence of constraints as a necessary but not sufficient con-
dition for an mdw~dual to telecommute The presence of one or more drives,
assumed to be associated w~th some dissatisfaction, ~s necessary to activate the
search for a solution to that dissatisfaction Thus, pohc~es directed at the removal
of constraxnts will presumably sUmulate the adoption of telecommutmg, but not to
the degree expected if drives are not present or are not sattsfied by the telecommut-
mg alternative
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"i he choice set contains those alternative solutions perceived to be feasible by
the individual It may or max not contain telecommutlng (depending on whether all
constraints are nonbmdmg or not), and probably contains other alternanves having
noth,ng to do with telecommutmg (see table 3) Each alternative ~s evaluated 
terms of ho~ effectlvel) tt san,ties the dine, and the m&vldual’s attitudes toward it
The alternative (or bundle of alternatives) which maximizes m&vldual utthty
becomes the preferred behax~oral pattern However, short-term constraints may
prevent the preferred behavior from being exercised The process ~s a dynamic one,
m a n~eh pre,~lous choices affect atntudes and constraints and alter drives Ideally,
the lndlv~duaI should be stu&ed in the context of past declsmns

Work &rected by the authors ~s under ~ay to operatlonahze the conceptual
model presented here. mcIudmg the quantlficatton of the hypothesized relatmnsh~ps
A quesnonnalre has been designed to obtain data on the components of the model,
and responses ha~e been collected from more than 800 m&viduals Probablhstlc
&screte-cholce models ’,Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985) of the declsmn to telecom-
mute are being de~eIoped, x~hose explanatory ~anables include measurements of
dines and taclhtators or constraints G~en the presence of one or more drl~,es, the
probability of a choice to telecommute will increase with the number and strengths

of dll~es and facilitators present and decrease wlth the number and strength~ of
conslramts present The findings of this empmcal e~aluatmn w~I1 be reported ~hen
the\ are avmIable
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